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Abstract- Frequent pattern mining is a key step in many association rule mining algorithms. In the basic model
of association rules, a pattern is said to be frequent if it satisfies the user-defined minimum support (minsup)
threshold value. Since only a single minsup is used in the entire database, the basic model of frequent patterns
leads to the problem known as “rare item problem” which is as follows: at high minsup, we miss the frequent
patterns containing rare items, and at low minsup, combinatorial explosion can occur, producing too many
frequent patterns. To confront the rare item problem, an effort has been made in the literature to find frequent
patterns with “multiple minimum supports framework.” In this framework, each item is given a constraint known
as minimum item support (MIS). The notion of minimum support for a pattern is defined as the minimal MIS
value among all its items. Efforts are being made to propose “IFP-Growth” based approach to extract patterns
under “multiple minsup framework”. This generalized framework enables the user to simultaneously specify
high minsup for a pattern containing only frequent items and low minsup for a pattern containing rare items.
Experimental results reveal that proposed MISIFP-Growth algorithm outperform FP-Growth algorithm in terms
of execution time, memory usage.

Index Terms- Data Mining, frequent itemset, IFP-Growth, Minimum support, Multiple Minimum Support
1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORKS

The vital logic that people were attracted by IT is the
discovery of useful information from huge collection
of data industry towards the domain of “Data Mining”
[1] [2] [3] [4]. From the huge data, we barely explore
useful knowledge for decision analysis in the business.
Vast collection of data can be in distinct formats like
audio, video, numbers, text, figures, and hypertext
formats. To perform data mining task expertise and
learning are fundamental need because the victory and
loss of data mining projects is highly dependent on the
person who are administrating the procedure due to
lack of standard protocol. The lifecycle of data mining
is of six steps they are Data cleaning, Data integration,
Data Selection, Data transformation, Data Mining,
Knowledge discovery.
Frequent pattern mining, which is the most important
field in association rule mining, was first introduced
for Market Basket Analysis [4] [8] [9][10]. The goal
of frequent pattern mining is to discover frequent
patterns whose support is greater than or equal to the
minimum support threshold. Pattern mining algorithm
can be enforced on various data such as transaction
databases etc. Frequent Patterns are itemsets,
substructures that appear in a database with high
frequency. They are Candidate generation and Pattern
growth.

In the section, three algorithms, including the Apriori
algorithm, the MSapriori algorithm and the FP-growth
algorithms, are briefly reviewed. The Apriori
algorithm is the most popular algorithm for mining
frequent itemsets. However, it has two problems: (1) it
only allows a single MS threshold, and (2) its
efficiency is usually not satisfactory. As to the first
problem, the MSapriori algorithm extends the Apriori
algorithm so that it can find frequent patterns with
multiple MS thresholds. As for the second problem,
many algorithms have been proposed to
improve the efficiency. The FP-growth algorithm is
one of these improved algorithms and is probably the
most well-known. The FP-growth algorithm contains
two phases, where the first phase constructs an FPtree, and the second phase recursively projects the FPtree and outputs all frequent patterns.
2.1. Frequent Pattern with Single Threshold: Let D
be a transaction database over a set of items I, and
minsup is minimum support threshold given by the
user. The set of frequent patterns in D are the patterns
which exceed minsup. As an example, suppose there
are two itemsets: K = {x, y, z} and Z = {n, m} with
actual support = 70%, 40%, respectively in a given
database and the minsup is set at 50%. According to
given definition above, the K itemset is frequent as its
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support exceeds minsup = 50%, whereas Z is
infrequent its support does not satisfy minsup.
2.2. Frequent Pattern with Multiple Thresholds: Let
I be a set of I items I = {i1,…, in}, an itemset X = {i1,
…, ik}, the minimum item support (MIS) of itemset X
is
defined
as
follows:
MIS(X)=MIN{MIS(I1),MIS(I2),…,MIS(Ik)}. As an
example assume that an itemset K = {x, y, z} has an
actual support = 8% in a given database. Suppose that
the MIS of items are given as: MIS(x) = 5%, MIS(y) =
10%, MIS(z) = 15% and actual supports of items are
given as: sup(x) = 10%, sup(y) = 9%, sup(z) = 11%
then the MIS of the itemset K can be defined as:
MIS(𝐾𝐾)=MIN {MIS(𝑥𝑥)=5%, MIS(𝑦𝑦)= 10%,
MIS(𝑧𝑧)=15%} = 5%. Thus, the itemset K is frequent
with support = 8%, which exceeds MIS of K = 5%.
This is called downward closure property with MIS
[5] [6] [7] [11] [12] [13]; in another words, any
itemset containing an item with support less than the
lowest minimum support threshold cannot be
considered as frequent.

through our motivating example to explain this
property. The least minimum support threshold in this
example is 2 as seen from MIS values in the second
column of Table 2. By utilizing pattern growth tree
called MISIFP-Growth (Multiple Item Support
Frequent Pattern growth) frequent itemset can be
explored by considering multiple support threshold
value. This tree is established by scanning all the
transactions that exist in the transaction database.
The steps of MISIFP-Growth algorithm can be
understood by the example.
Scan the database D once to find out the support of
each item as shown in the second row of Table 2. Find
out the least minimum support threshold among all
minimum item support thresholds: MIN-MIS=2. Once
again scan the database to build MISIFP-tree with the
items present in the right column of the Table 1. The
process of insertion is as follows.
The root of MISIFP-tree is generated and specified as
“null”. Each transaction is inserted into the tree in
terms of descending order that have support greater
than or equal to 2.

3. PROPOSED
FREQUENT
ITEMSET
MINING FOR MULTIPLE MINIMUM
SUPPORTS BASED ON IMPROVED FPGROWTH ALGORITHM
In this section, the proposed algorithm of MISIFPGrowth is introduced to mine frequent itemsets with
multiple support thresholds. The bottom-up tree based
algorithm, MISIFP-growth, is revisited to be selfcontained. We start by explaining a motivating
example that will be used in the presentation of the
algorithms. A sample database is given in the Table 1.
Multiple support threshold of each item is given in the
Table 2. Last row of Table 2 shows actual support of
each item in the database D. In the right most column
of Table 1, items in the transactions are in decreasing
order of their multiple support thresholds.
In MISIFP-Growth algorithm, bottom up approach is
utilized to mine frequent itemsets. Bottom-up strategy
builds itemset combinations from smallest to the
largest like FP-growth. Major difference between FPGrowth and the proposed MISIFP-Growth algorithm
is the capability of finding frequent itemsets based on
multiple support thresholds rather than particular
minimum support given by the user. MISIFP-Growth
is of two steps
1.
2.

Table 1. Transaction Database

TID

Item bought

Ordered item

100

Pen, Pencil, Eraser, Paper

400

Paper, Pencil, Eraser,
Pen
File, Pencil, Eraser, Pen,
Note
Gum, Eraser, Pencil,
Pen, Whitener
File, Gum, Pen

500

Pencil, Gum

Pencil, Gum

200
300

Pen, Pencil, Eraser , File,
Note
Pen, Pencil, Eraser, Gum,
Whitener
Pen, Gum , File

Table 2. Prioritize the items
Items

MIS

Actual Support

{Pen}

4

4

{Pencil}

4

4

{Eraser}

4

3

{Gum}

3

3

{File}

3

2

{Paper}

2

1

{Note}

2

1

{Whitener}

2

1

Construction of pattern growth tree
Generating frequent patterns from the tree

Discarding property is used in this algorithm. Any
item that has support lower than minimum of MIS
(MIN-MIS) is discarded and is not used. Let us go
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Figure 1. Incomplete MISIFP-tree
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Figure 2. Pruning item Paper from MISIFP-tree
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Figure 3. Pruning item Note and Whitener from MISIFPtree
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Figure 4. Complete proposed MISIFP-tree
First transaction of itemset {Pen, Pencil, Eraser and
Paper} is inserted into MISIFP-tree. The count for
each node is assigned by 1. Nodes that have the same
item-name are linked in order by the pointer of nodelinks starting from head of node-link of header table as
seen in Fig.1. Flag value is fixed to false as it don’t
have any branch node. Node link in the header table is
also to be updated. For the second transaction {Pen,
Pencil, Eraser, File and Note}; since it shares the
prefix {Pen, Pencil and Eraser} with the first
transactions, the count of each node along the prefix is
increased by 1, a new node {File and Note: 1} is
generated and linked as child of {Eraser: 2}.
Simultaneously node link and flag is also updated. By

repeating same steps, ensuing transactions are added
to the tree. Discarding property is used in this
algorithm. Any item that has support lower than
minimum MIS (multiple minimum support) is
discarded and that item in tree and is not used
anymore. With reference to Fig 2 item “Paper” is
eliminated whose support is lower than minimum
MIS. Likewise item “ Note and Whitener” is also
deleted as its support is lower than minimum MIS as
shown in Fig 3 and 4. Complete proposed MISIFPtree is shown in Fig. 5. Complete set of frequent
itemset is mined using multiple minimum support
threshold value as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Generation of Frequent itemsets
Items

MIS

Conditional pattern base

Conditional MISIFP-tree

Frequent patterns generated

{Pen}
{Pencil}
{Eraser}
{Gum}

4
4
3
3

{ Pen, Pencil: 3}
-

No
No
{ Pen, Pencil, Eraser:3}
No

{File}

3

-

No

{Paper}
{Note}
{ Gum }

2
2
2

{Pen: 3}
{Pen :3 Pencil: 3 }
{Pen:1 Pencil: 1 Eraser: 1}
{ Pen:1 }{ Pencil: 1 }
{Pen:1}{Gum:1}
{Pen:1 Pencil: 1 Eraser: 1}
-

-

{f, c:3}
No

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the proposed algorithm of MISIFPGrowth is compared with the existing tree based
algorithm of FP-Growth to discover frequent itemset
under multiple minimum support thresholds.
Numerous experiments are conducted using two
dataset namely Mushroom and Kosarak to verify the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed

algorithm. In these experiments, the performance of
consumption of time and memory are measured.
4.1 Experimental environment and datasets
Experiments are conducted using two datasets to
calculate the performance of the proposed MISIFPGrowth. The experiment is conducted on Intel®
corei3™ CPU, 2.13 GHz, and 2GB of RAM
computer. Implementation is done in Java.
Characteristics of datasets is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Characteristics of datasets
Datasets

Densit
y (%)

Size
(M
B)

# of
distin
ct
items

Average
Transacti
on Length

#
of
Transactio
ns

Mushroo
m

19.3

0.56

119

23

8124

Kosarak

0.002

0.5

41271

8.1

990002

4.2 Execution Time
In this subsection, tree structure algorithms of
proposed MISIFP-Growth are compared with FPGrowth algorithm. From the graph y-axis display
runtime in millisecond and x-axis display the
different minimum support values For the dataset
Kosarak both algorithms performs good but the
proposed MISIFP-Growth algorithm is about 250
orders of magnitude faster than FP-Growth algorithm
as shown in Fig. 5.

The proposed MISIFP-Growth performs better than
FP-Growth algorithm for all α values. For the dataset
Mushroom MISIFP-Growth algorithm is 25 times
faster than FP-Growth algorithm as shown in Fig. 6.
This shows that the performance of the proposed
MISIFP-Growth algorithm is outstanding when
compared to FP-Growth algorithm.
4.3 Consumption of Memory
In this subsection, the proposed MISIFP-Growth
algorithm is compared with FP-Growth algorithm.
From the graph longitudinal axis shows the memory
in MB and latitudinal axis shows the different support
threshold values.
For the dataset Kosarak memory consumption of FPGrowth algorithm is highest one when compared to
the
proposed
MISIFP-Growth
algorithm.
Consumption of memory of FP-Growth algorithm is
three to four times higher the proposed MISIFPGrowth algorithm as portrayed in Fig 7. The
comparison of performance of the database Mushroom
is portrayed in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 5. Runtime of proposed MISIFP-Growth
algorithm

Fig. 7. Memory usage of proposed MISIFPgrowth algorithm
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Fig. 8. Memory usage of proposed MISIFPgrowth algorithm
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It is observed from the graph that the consumption of
memory of MISIFP-Growth algorithm is lower when
compared to FP-Growth algorithm. This shows that
the performance of the proposed MISIFP-Growth
algorithm is better than FP-Growth algorithm.
5. CONCLUSION
To mine frequent itemset which contains both frequent
and rare items we use “Multiple Item Support”. By
utilizing this Multiple Item Support MISIFP-Growth
algorithm have been proposed to mine frequent
itemsets. Proposed MISIFP-Growth algorithm is based
on FP-Growth algorithm.
All the necessary
information are holed in MISIFP-tree which are useful
in the process of mining. This tree contains useful
information that plays an important role in mining
frequent and rare itemsets. This paper analyses the
behavior of proposed MISIFP-growth and FP-Growth
algorithms with datasets of different characteristics.
From the experimental results, it is showed that the
proposed MISIFP-Growth produced an outstanding
performance in terms of runtime and memory usage.
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